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TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA DO ESTADO DA BAHIA - UNIVERSIDADE CORPORATIVA (UNICORP)

ACADEMIC LEGAL ARTICLES AND GOOD PRACTICES GUIDELINES SELECTION FOR PUBLISHING AT THE “REVISTA EN-

TRE ASPAS” (Journal “Entre aspas”).

8thselection - REVISTA ENTRE ASPAS

THE GENERAL DIRECTOR OF UNICORP, Des. Nilson Soares Castelo Branco, invites judges, jurists, professors and scholars

to participate in the selection and later publishing of articles in the 8th edition of the of the Journal ENTRE ASPAS, aiming to

spread and share knowledge and experiences able to strengthen the judicial system.

“Entre Aspas” journal is na annual publication, registered at the IBICT (ISSN: 2179-1805), consisted of academic legal articles

and articles about good practices guidelines, that bear initiatives to improve the performance of the administrative and judicial

units that can be shared to optimize the efficiency of the Judiciary.

Considering the social, economic, cultural, and juridical effects of the COVID19 pandemic, the articles should refer to such

impacts (during and post pandemic) on Law and in the good practices ought to be developed in the judiciary and is judicial

and administrative units.

1.    SCHEDULE

Announcement of article selection 12/10/2020

Article submission deadline 02/26/2021

Publishing of the results at UNICORP website 05/28/2021

2.    ARTICLES REQUIREMENTS:

2.1 - Those interested in publishing their articles in the “ENTRE ASPAS” jornal should send their articles to the e-mail

revistaentreaspas@tjba.jus.br untill a 23hous and 59 minutesof 02/26/2021. The message must have all data of indetification

such as full name, ID, profession, phone number, e-mail and home address.

- Academic legal article, written according to this document’s terms, in .pdf format. - - Article about good practices guidelines

according to this document’s terms, in .pdf format;

2.2 - Academic Legal Article is the academic production that aims to analyze and explore themes from legal Science and the

judiciary, as specified in the announcement;

2.3 - If the article refers to research results or other human beings, it should bear proper autorizations;

2.4 - There would be no compensation to the author for the authorization to publish in the “Entre Aspas” Journal;

2.5 - Texts can not have any plagiarism. Literal quotation, paráfrase or summary must come with reference to the original work;

2.6 - Articles with plagiarism or autoplagiarism will be disregarded;

2.7 - Undergraduate thesis, master thesis and doctoral dissertations will not be accepted.

2.8 - The article submitted can be written in portuguese, english or spanish, and with no more than 3 (three) authors.

3.     EDITORIAL RULES

3.1 - Articles must be original and respect a 10 page minimum and 25 maximum limits, including all elements (pre-textual,

textual and post-textual). The Editorial and Scientific board reserve the right to no review papers who do not follow such

parameters.

3.2 - The author is responsible for the orthographic and grammatical revision of the aricle and should make the necessary

adaptations.

3.3 - Articles must be presented and formatted according to the editing rules of  “Associação Brasileira de Normas Técnicas”

(ABNT), in PDF format, A4 sheet size.
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3.4 – Pre-textual elements:

-               title with a maximum of 20 (twenty) words, including eventual subtitle, highlighted in bold. Title and subtitle must have

only the first letter of each sentence in capital letters, unless when such use is mandatory. The font must be Times New

Roman, size 12, centered;

-               summary must be placed right below the subtitle, with title and number of article main sections;

-           abstract with a minimum of 100 and maximum of 200 words, single spaced, with field of study, objective, method, result

and conclusion;

-           up to 05 (five) keywords, separated and finalized per item;.

3.5 - Textual elements:

-               the body text must be typed with the Times New Roman font, size 12, 1.5 cm line spacing, 3 cm top and left margin,

2 cm right and bottom margin, justified alignment. Sheet size must be A4;

-               no space between paragraphs and 1.5 indent in the first line of each paragraph;

-               quotations must follow the author-date scheme, that is to say, in the body text, must be done with the author’s last name

in capital letters, followed by the publication date, and its page when a direct quotation. When there are two authors, both must

be mentioned and, if there are more than two, quotation must have the author’s last name plus the expression. “et al”;

-               quotations with up to three lines must be placed in the body of the text,  in quotes and without italic (that must be used

only to highlight foreign words). Quotations with more than 3 lines must be placed in independent paragraphs, with a 4 cm

indent, font size 10; single spaced, no quotes and not in italic.

-               complete references must be only placed at the end of the text, in alphabetical order, according to ABNT (NBR-6023)

standards;

-               footnotes should be only be the minimum necessary, and when in the body of text, should be indicated in sequential

Arabic numbers, immediately after the correspondent sentence;

-               charts, images and tables must be elaborated and inserted in the body of the text. Images must be sent in color, with

the respective subtitle and footnote number, with its title and author in JPG format.

4.    ANALYSIS, REVIEW AND ARTICLE SELECTION.

Articles sent by e-mail for selection and publication in the 8th edition of “Entre Apas” will be forwarded to the Editorial and

Scientific Board, composed ot the Presidency of “Tribunal de Justiça da Bahia” – TJBA (Justice Court of Bahia), trough

“Decreto Judiciário n.º 176/4.3.2020”, with the participation of its Court of Justice judges João Augusto Alves de Oliveira

Pinto and Julio Cezar Lemos Travessa, judges of the state first instance courts, and public servants.

Articles sent outside the deadline set by UNICORP or sent outside the rules will not be considered for rnwiew and evaluation.

The Editorial and Scientific Board might contact the author whose article show only small incompatibilities with ABNT rules, in

order that he may correct them in a 10 (ten) day deadline counted since initial communication.

The review, evaluation and selection process of the articles will be divided in two stages. In the first phase, it will be checked

if the article fits the editorial line of the “ENTRE ASPAS” 8th edition. If approved, the second stage begins with an analyses by

na antiplagiarism software; then ananonymous reviewer will make his qualitative evaluation, considering: a) scientific

significance; b) originality; c) theoretical and practical foundation; d) critical aspects and appropriateness to the journal’s

editorial line; e) scientific-technicalaccuracy of the featured content. In this second stage, the cut off point will be 60% (sixty per

cent) of the maximum possible grade. If there is a negative review, the article will be sent to another anonymous reviewer,

according to the double-blind peer review system.

At the end of the evaluation, the reviewer will conclude for the approval, approval with mandatory corrections or rejection of the

article.

After the report of approval and/or approval with mandatory corrections, the article will be sent to the Scientific and Editorial

Board for publishing selection.

The articles selected by the Board that do not get published in the 8th edition of “ENTRE ASPAS” will remain in the UNICORP

database for future publications.

The Scientific and Editorial Board will not return the articles recieved to the authors.
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If the article is rejected by the antiplagiarism software, theScientific and Editorial Board will request further informations to the

author.

Exceptionally, invitations to publish may be sent exclusively by theScientific and Editorial Board. Those articles will not undergo

the procedure of analyses, review and selection.

There will not be the right to appeal against the final decision of any stage.

5.    PROMOTION AND DISTRIBUTION

The 8th edition of the “Revista ENTRE ASPAS” will be launched and presented “pro bono” in “.pdf” format, to be accessed

online at the “Portal da Universidade Corporativa do Tribunal de Justiça da Bahia”, in the following website: www.tjba.jus.br/

unicorp.

6.    FINAL PROVISIONS

The cases missing from this document will be settled by the Scientific and Editorial Board

UNICORP assumes no liability, nor endorse  the written opinion of authors of the submitted articles, because they do not

necessarily represent the reasoning of the State Justice Court of Bahia.

The publishing of the articles implies in the transfer of copyrights to the Journal. (Annex I)

Additional information can be found at UNICORP, trough the phone numbers 55 71 3312-0586/3312-0872/3312-0371 or by

mail:unicorp@tjba.jus.br.

Salvador, Capital of the State of Bahia, Brazil, december 9rd, 2020.

Court of Justice Judge( Desembargador) Nilson Soares Castelo Branco

Chief Executive of UNICORP

Court of Justice Judge(Desembargador) João Augusto

Alves de Oliveira Pinto

Member of “Revista Entre Aspas” Scientific and Editorial Board.

Court of Justice Judge (Desembagador) Julio Cezar Lemos Travessa

Member of “Revista Entre Aspas” Scientific and Editorial Board.

CONVOCATORIA DE ARTÍCULOS JURÍDICOS Y DE BUENAS PRÁCTICAS PARAPUBLICACIÓN EN LA REVISTA ENTRE ASPAS

8ª CONVOCATORIA – REVISTA ENTRE ASPAS

EL DIRECTOR GENERAL DE UNICORP, Desembargador Nilson Soares Castelo Branco, haciendo uso de las facultades

previstas en el artículo 4 de la Resolución nº 5, de 21 de julio de 2010, llama a magistrados, funcionarios, abogados,

miembros de la comunidad académica e investigadores a participar en la selección y publicación de artículos en la 8ª

edición de la Revista ENTRE ASPAS, que tiene como objetivo la difusión y socialización de conocimientos y experiencias, así

como buenas prácticas desarrolladas en las unidades administrativas y judiciales del Poder Judicial, con el fortalecimiento

de redes de alianzas y relaciones.

 
ANNEX I 

 
STATEMENT 

  

(name), residing at       , ID nº            , states that such person is  the author of the  paper titled 

_  (title of the article), which is personal, that does not have reproduction, even partial, of third parties publications, assuming responsibility for everything 

written, and authorize its publishingin REVISTA ENTRE ASPAS. 

Also states to gratuitously give to REVISTA ENTRE ASPAS the patrimonial rights of the above paper. According to the “Lei nº 9.610, de 19 de fevereiro 

de 1998”.  
  
  
                                                                                                          ,           of                        of 202__. 
  
  
 

(Signature) 
 


